
 

 

November 9, 2022  

 

For the past 4.5 years Urban Underdogs has been providing services to the Pets of the Homeless at the Homeless Resource Center 
aka Courtyard. With each passing year, our goal of achieving a professional partnership with management has become more of a 
non-partnership. Throughout this journey, there were sparks of hope, but unfortunately the results were always the same, the 
suffering of animals. Animals not being walked on a regular basis with little to no relief are animals who are suffering. Animals 
having to live in their own waste, are animals who are suffering. Animals with no water in the middle of summer are animals who 
are suffering. Cats having litter boxes so full of feces, you can barely see the actual litter, are animals who are suffering. Animals 
having to live in the scorching sun with no cover, are animals who are suffering. In February 2022, our team met with Joslyn and 
Harlan and made recommendations the animals be moved to a shaded area, as the weather was changing, and temperatures were 
on the rise. At that time, their biggest concern was where the trash cans/storage bins would be placed should the animals require 
covering from the sun. We were told it would take a minimum of two to three months for a decision to be made. The animals were 
finally moved into a shaded area, only after Animal Control threatened to issue a daily fine, if the animals were not moved.  
 
In the spring of 2021 one of our amazing volunteers worked diligently with Joslyn, Harlan, and other team members to create 
“Standards of Care” for the kennel area. After multiple meetings, conversations, emails and revisions, Joslyn and her team agreed to 
“Standards of Care” they felt were workable and would hold owners accountable for their pets. The agreement was that with each 
new pet, who would be housed at the Courtyard, a CPLC staff member would review the “Standards of Care,” with the pet owner 
and have the owner sign and date it. A copy of the signed document would be kept on file for future reference. In May 2021, a 
complete revamp of the kennel area was provided by Urban Underdogs. Our volunteers rolled up their sleeves and worked with 
CPLC staff and we provided new kennels, bedding, litter boxes, scoops, bowls, toys, scratch posts, for the cats, a new food storage 
bin complete with locks and keys, extra-large storage bins for extra supplies and much more. We were so hopeful things would take 
a turn in the right direction; we invited the Review Journal to take part in this amazing day. Your guests were so excited for their 
pets. Owners were held accountable for a brief period of time and then animals once again began living in their own waste, as their 
owners would be gone for days at a time. Having an owner sign a document is not enough. There needs to be routine 
communication with owners. When owners do not comply with the “Standards of Care” there should be consequences, but there 
are none. Owning a pet is a privilege and with privilege comes responsibility.  
 
We are passionate about animals and their welfare and unfortunately, we can no longer stand by and continue to watch the City of 
Las Vegas and CPLC do little to nothing to protect these innocent beings. These animals did not choose to live the life they were 
dealt. Therefore, this letter should serve as advance notice that December 7, 2022, will be our last day providing services at the 
Homeless Resource Center aka The Courtyard. At this time, we feel our time will be better spent collaborating with more like-
minded people. Please be assured all kennels and other pet supplies, we have provided, will remain in place, for your future use. We 
will miss every animal we have served, and we hate this is what resulted in all our arduous work.  
 
This experience has taught our team a few important lessons: what you permit you promote; what you allow you endorse and what 
you condone you must own.   
 
Best Wishes 
 
Cynthia Miyamoto  
CEO & Founder  
Urban Underdogs   


